
The Brightest And Best

Despite their designated unreliability; despite, even, their surely ungrateful lack of loyalty 
for stoically sticking around and “taking” the abuses created by an ever-shifting, funding-
lucrative reform – huge numbers of these oft-labeled undependable Teach-For-A-Minute girls 
(and oh, yes, a lesser number of surely just as undependable Teach-For-A-Minute boys) were 
now being ever more massively produced.  

They were also, every day more imperatively?
Being volubly and nationally touted as the absolute must-have modern-day low-income 

public school good teacher solution.  
As year after year of a high-stakes educational accountability progressed, an escalating 

deluge of Teach-For-A-Minute greenhorns, in fact, were finding themselves pushed ever more 
assertively – sometimes without even a specific forewarning of the class level they might be 
expected to teach – into low-income public institutions across the nation.  All while the “non-
profit” teacher training programs producing them?  

Gained both momentum, and, well, huh.
Here was an interesting turn of events: Profit.
Magic, non-profit profitable, relentlessly recruiting teacher assembly factories; factories 

which had begun to turn out an ever increasing flow of naïvely inexperienced, weeks-long-
program-trained, provisionally-licensed – but arguably bright, unmistakably young, 
invigoratingly vivacious, and, perhaps most importantly?

Perky girls.  
(And; oh, well yes; a smaller number of those maybe not quite so indispensably perky 

boys.)*†  
In a country grown used to an incessant political bombast where leader upon leader 

declared a personal support for hardworking educators but then showed no honest predilection 
for the expense of actually backing his or her own words – it had become a sort of tongue-in-
cheek joke to acknowledge that, well, as a career choice in our country, in these the United 
States: 

In comparison to real professions?
Public education was poorly paid and repeatedly maligned.   
Those dumb teachers.  
I mean really.  (Oh, I had heard this, and heard this, and heard this): 
Who would ever want to be a teacher?  
Ha ha ha.
Flying in the face of the fact that those who selected public teaching as a career took on 

the almost unimaginable task of imparting information to huge classes of wriggly-to-apathetic 
and sometimes belligerent children; children (and in modern days a growing number of parents) 
both oblivious to, and ungrateful for, the fact that their education was being offered to them as a 
free, tax-covered public service – well, having casually adopted an old-world disdain, the 
endlessly argued American joke had been that those who had any talent at all, those who could? 

Went out and found a job.  
And those who couldn’t, having no clear or useful purpose: 
Became teachers.
Illustrating a monumental lack in overall logic, from this historical habit of an 

undervalued (and, well, yes: around eighty-percent female) teacher denigration, had been 



cultivated the theory that public school systems – especially those systems expected to house and 
serve the largest number of those taxingly difficult lowest-income, inner-city schools – suffered 
and struggled simply because the relatively low-paying (and thus, by simple deduction, low-
level) work of being a teacher: 

Well, as a profession?
It simply didn’t attract the Brightest and the Best.

*As a journalist followed the teaching year of a suddenly deployed troop of Teach-For-A-Minute miracle workers, 
ultimately he found only one greenhorn to be exceptionally able.  (And so many others who were both frighteningly 
and disasterously unprepared.) 

†While teacher-factory proponents continue to argue that young dreamers can make a “profound” difference by 
entering the classroom, apparently no one is to be held responsible for the even more profound abuse created when – 
underprepared and overwhelmed – unable to fulfill assignments, a significant number of these youngsters abruptly 
abandon ship.  (And, then, even more frighteningly?  Often blithely move on to well-paid positions in the now 
highly politicized world of educational leadership.)


